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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi everyone, as a result of the American visa reason, the auther Jibin Wang has absent this conference, and I will speak for him. The title of this paper is Enhancing Shared RAID Performance Through online Profiling. The motivation of it is the sharing storage problem.
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Let’s take an example, sharing storage structure in above figure is composed of three disk D0, D1, D2. Each disk space is divided into several partitions, and composed with RAID structure. And each server has a separate RAID address space. If there has a request queue R0,R1,R2, and R3, the response to server0 causes disk heads located in position P0. Then the request R1 to server2 will make the heads move from P0 to P1. And response for R2 causes disk heads moving from P1 to P2. so do request R3. All three requests leads to disk heads about the whole disk. So our goal is to solve this problem.



DROP design(1) 
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And we use RAID cache to solve it. Our DROP structure mainly includes the following four aspects, instead of memory cache, we adopt RAID cache to store hot data. More cache space can be reserved, 6GB of each disk in DROP. Data in RAID cache is permanently resident, and standard RAID levels hold the reliability of cache.The main idea of DROP is dynamically relocating active data in the shared disk array based on on-line profiling so that IO performance can be optimized. The relocating cycle can be few hours or one day. The shared disk array is partitioned into three different areas. The main area is used to store data belonging to all servers sharing the storage. Another area is used as a storage cache that stores active data like a second level cache with orders of magnitude larger capacity. The third area stores necessary metadata to implement the dynamic data relocation. 
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This figure is based on the structure of DROP. If the above three requests is prefetched to cache partition, the total distance of head movement will be greatly less than the above-mentioned case. Although it is just an ideal situation, caching most of the hot data still a good solution to improve performance, taking into account the characteristics of the hot data in the daily work flow.



Online Profiling 
 Hot data profetching 
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The overall structure of DROP is shown in above Figure as a software module embedded in the standard iSCSI target. It consists of three tables (HDT: Hotpot Data Table, RMT: Raid Mapping Table and HT: Hash Table) to manage metadata and maintain the data consistence.  The hotspot data will compile statistics by the term of access times in the period time then record into HDT. In addition, we designed two major metadata structures for mapping LBAs to physical addresses in the cache: RMT and HT.Data rebuilder module in figure is acting as data importing and data prefecthing roles.The thread of data importing will start while the storage system is idle. 



Workload features 
 

 The GIS traces were collected from real world environment 
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We evaluate the performance of DROP with two baseline systems. The first baseline system (RAID) is the traditional shared RAID with no data relocation and disk caching mechanism used. In this case, data are stored in the RAID based on the upper layer file systems of the servers. The second baseline system (CACHE) uses data relocation and disk caching mechanism similar to prior research reported in BORG[FAST’09]. The implementation is referred to as CACHE that reserves 3 areas with 16GB across disks in the array as 3 caches for the three servers, respectively. 



Characteristics of Sharing IOs 
          we analysis the sharing problem based on the real world traces from 

three aspects: 
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To study the shared IO traces that we have collected, we have developed a trace analyzer that replays the traces, simulates a shared RAID, allocates space in the RAID to servers, and performs IO operations on the simulated RAID. The GIS trace is an area similar to a large city. It is shared by three different servers: a database server, a multimedia server, and a web server. These three servers are connected to the RAID through a gigabyte Ethernet. In order to analyze the sharing behavior of RAID, we allocate the RAID to servers in two different ways. One is true shared where each server’s LUN uses all 8 disks as a true sharing. 1.5 terabytes LUN is allocated to multimedia server and 1 terabyte LUN is allocated to other servers according to storage demand. The other allocates a set of dedicated disks to each server, i.e. we partition 8 disks to three disjoint sets to be allocated to three different dedicated servers. We analysis the sharing problem based on the real world traces from three aspects, hot-spot data percentage, data block locality and spatial locality and head seek distance. The following shows the characteristics of our trace replay for the GIS trace. It can be seen that while the total address space span is over 1 terabyte in some cases, and we select data blocks that accessed more than 10 times as hot-spot data. We have found the daily storage accesses are within a few gigabytes, several orders of magnitude smaller, for example, only 1.24GB in web server. It is interesting to note that the percentage of daily repeated accesses ranges from 46% to 77%. More importantly, we have collected the average and standard deviation of seek distances between two consecutive IOs. The seek distance is defined as the average number of cylinders disk heads move from their current positions to the cylinders. When the dedicated disk allocation scheme is used, the average seek distance is 1389 and the standard deviation is 5831.19. If the true sharing allocation scheme is used, the average seek distance and standard deviation are 6027 and 14461.17, respectively. Clearly, true sharing increases seek distance greatly indicating a strong impact of intermixing of IOs from different servers. 
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We evaluate the performance of DROP with two baseline systems. The first baseline system (RAID) is the traditional shared RAID with no data relocation and disk caching mechanism used. In this case, data are stored in the RAID based on the upper layer file systems of the servers. The second baseline system (CACHE) uses data relocation and disk caching mechanism similar to prior research reported in BORG[FAST’09]. The implementation is referred to as CACHE that reserves 3 areas with 16GB across disks in the array as 3 caches for the three servers, respectively. 
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The following figure shows the average IO response times of the three servers over all IO requests. We noticed low contention and low response time experienced by the DB server as shown in the Figure(a). The same results are demonstrated by the Web Server and Multimedia server in Figure(b), Figure(c) respectively. Our DROP software relocates data to the sub-Raid in the cache area. As a result of this relocation, the service performance improved greatly. We observed that DROP gets greater performance improvements. For the three servers, DROP improves the shared RAID performance by 74%, 63%, and 96%, respectively.



Thank you! 
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Thank you for your attention, any question?
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